Meetings 2010-2017

2016-2017

Semester 1

Week 1 (Wed 21 Sep, 16:00-17:30): Masculinities and femininities in female genital mutilation ceremonies in Kuria, Kenya (presentation and discussion), Joyce Wambura (PhD student, Linguistics)

Week 3 (Wed 05 Oct, 16:00-17:30): Language as resource: How can we apply the recent ‘Multilingualism’ notion to Language Teaching and Learning contexts? (presentation and discussion), Dr Chisato Danjo (Languages and Linguistics)

Week 5 (Wed 19 Oct, 16:00-17:30): Maternal language, children’s language, and the home learning environment: data from the Wellcome Language & Reading project (data session) Dr Lorna Hamilton (School of Psychological and Social Sciences)

Week 7 (Wed 02 Nov, 16:00-17:30): A critical discourse analysis of teachers’ talk about multilingualism and multilingual children in their educational contexts (presentation and data analysis), Clare Cunningham (Linguistics)

Week 11 (Mon 30 Nov, 16:00-17:30): Designing research projects with community partners: challenges and rewards (presentation and discussion), Dr Dai O’Brien (Languages)

Semester 2

Week 1 (Wed 25 Jan, 16:00-17:30): Personhood and individuality in education (presentation and discussion), Prof Julian Stern (Psychological and Social Sciences) [DG/014]

Week 3 (Wed 08 Feb, 16:00-17:30): Re-imagining research into language policy (presentation and discussion), Prof Marilyn Martin-Jones (Birmingham University) [DG/014]

Week 4 (Wed 15 Feb, 12:30-14:00): Stanley Milgram’s obedience experiments as rhetorical encounters (presentation and discussion), Dr Stephen Gibson (Psychological and Social Sciences) [DG/109]

Week 5 (Wed 22 Feb, 16:00-17:30): Can a person talk like a lesbian? (public event in the LGBT History Month), Salina Cuddy (PhD student, University of York) [DG/017]
Week 7 (Wed 08 Mar, 16:00-17:30): *Accounting for (dis/non)affiliations in initial interactions amongst Australian, American and British speakers of English* (presentation and discussion), Tilly Flint (MA Research student, Linguistics) [DG/014]

Week 8 (Wed 15 Mar, 12:30-14:00): *Is narrative an endangered species in schools?: secondary pupils' understanding of “storyknowing”* (presentation and discussion), Catherine Heinemeyer (PhD student, Arts) [DG/109]

Week 9 (Wed 22 Mar, 16:00-17:30): *Another view of secondary EAL: learning strategies in the contact zone* (presentation and discussion), Rob Sharples (Linguistics) [DG/014]

Week 10 (Wed 29 Mar, 12:30-14:00): *Exploring the relationship between socioeconomic status and online language processing* (presentation and discussion), Jessica Brown (PhD student, Psychology) [DG/123]

Week 11 (Mon 24 Apr, 12:30-14:00): *Grammar instruction: From input to output* (workshop for staff and students of the School of Languages and Linguistics), Prof Alessandro Benati (Portsmouth University, Visiting Professor, and Hon LIdIA Member) [DG/019]

Week 11 (Wed 26 Apr, 16:00-17:30): *Identity construction in expatriate blogs* (presentation and discussion), Linda Walz (PhD student, Linguistics) [DG/014]

2015-2016

**Semester 1**

Week 1 (Wed 23 Sep, 13:30-15:00, DG 014): *Examining phonological levelling and geographical diffusion with a century of Scouse* (presentation and discussion), Dr Kevin Watson (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

Week 3 (Wed 07 Oct, 16:00-17:30, DG 014): *English speakers’ difficulty with Japanese pitch accent: Update and next steps* (presentation and discussion), Dr Becky Muradás-Taylor (Linguistics)

Week 5 (Wed 21 Oct, 16:00-17:30, DG 014): *Statistics for linguists* (workshop), Dr Leesa Clarke (Linguistics)

Week 7 (Wed 4 Nov, 16:00-17:30, DG 014): *Learning, teaching and assessment in multilingual classrooms* (presentation and discussion), Rosie Hedger and Dr Rachel Wicaksono (Linguistics)

Week 9 (Fri 20 Nov, 10:00-12:00, Linguistics Lab): *Introduction to Open Access and RaY* (workshop), Ruth MacMullen and Ruth Mardall (ILS)

Week 11 (Mon 02 Dec, 16:00-17:30, DG 014): *What makes a REF output 3* or 4*?* (workshop), Prof Mike Baynham (University of Leeds)

Week 14 (Thu 14 Jan, 09:00-17:00): Writing Day [FT 216]
Semester 2

Week 1 (Wed 27 Jan, 16:00-17:30): Business Meeting (LIdIA Management Committee and Strand Coordinators) [DG 014]

Week 3 (Wed 10 Feb, 16:00-17:30): Linda Walz (PhD student, Linguistics) *Identity in expatriate bloggers' narratives* (research update) [DG 126]

Week 5 (Wed 24 Feb, 16:00-17:30): Prof Matthew Clarke (Education) *Discoursing the void: Taking the unconscious seriously* (presentation and discussion) [DG 126]

Week 7 (Wed 09 Mar, 16:00-17:30): Dr Victoria Carpenter (ADD) *Research and public engagement* (researcher development workshop) [DG 126]

Week 9 (Wed 13 Apr, 16:00-17:30): Mary Murata (Languages) and Dr Becky Muradás-Taylor (Linguistics) *An action research approach to designing Japanese language materials for study abroad* (presentation and discussion of article draft) [DG 126]

Week 11 (Wed 27 Apr, 16:00-17:30): Dr Leesa Clarke (Linguistics) *What do little children know about reading? Exploring attitudes and knowledge about literacy in 4-7 year old children* (presentation and discussion) [DG 014]

2014-2015

Semester 1

Week 2 (Wed 01 Oct): Pragmatic intrusion – exploring methods and applications (presentation and discussion), Dr Magdalena Sztencel (Lecturer, Linguistics)

Week 4 (Wed 15 Oct): Narrating self and other: Identity construction and self-perception of expatriates living in the UK (presentation and discussion), Linda Walz (PhD student, Linguistics)

Week 6 (Wed 29 Oct): Framing the objects of desire: limits and opportunities in the management of sexual risk in the context of HIV in rural South Africa (presentation and discussion), Prof Jaqui Akhurst (Professor of Community Psychology)

Week 10 (Wed 26 Nov): RefWorks training session. Jane Munks (Academic Liaison Librarian, Languages and Linguistics)

Week 12 (Wed 10 Dec): Between Blommaert’s *The Sociolinguistics of Globalisation* and Canagarajah’s *Translingual Practice: A call for less certainty* (presentation and discussion), Khawla Badwan (PhD student, University of Leeds)

Mon 15 Dec: Workshop for new researchers, Prof Alison Wray (Hon Visiting Prof, Cardiff University)

Semester 2

Week 2 (Wed 04 Feb): (a) Follow-up to Prof Alison Wray’s Away-Day session for new researchers; (b) research news and planning [DG 227]
Week 4 (Wed 18 Feb): York LGBT History Month lecture at University of York, Dr Erez Levon (Senior Lecturer in Linguistics, Queen Mary, University of London) [V/123 (Vanbrugh College) at 16:00; more details at http://yorklgbthistory.org.uk; contact Andy Law (a.law@yorksj.ac.uk) for directions]

Week 6 (Wed 04 March): Mary Murata (Languages) “Not Japanese enough to play taiko? Identity, authenticity and ownership in the context of taiko drumming” [DG 227]

Week 8 (Wed 18 Mar): (a) 12:00-13:30 Dr Bill Louw (Head of Dept of English, University of Zimbabwe) [DG 127]; (b) 16:00-17:30 Clare Cunningham (Linguistics) and Dr Becky Taylor (Linguistics) [DG 127]

Week 10 (Wed 22 Apr): Joyce Wambura (PhD student, Linguistics) [DG 127]

Week 12 (Wed 06 May): Dr Robert Lawson (Lecturer in Linguistics, Birmingham City University) on impact in sociolinguistic research [DG 017]

2013-2014

Semester 1

Week 2 (02 Oct): Work It! Casting a light on precarious labour in Las Vegas (presentation and discussion), Dr Beverly Geesin (Lecturer, Linguistics).


Week 6 (30 Oct): The wisdom of dementia (presentation of PhD research), Lyndsay Lindley (PhD student, Linguistics).

Week 10 (27 Nov): Language, sexualities and schooling (presentation and discussion), Dr Helen Sauntson (Senior Lecturer, Linguistics).

Week 12 (11 Dec): Researching communication in international voluntary work via linguistic ethnography (data session), Nathan Page (PhD student, Linguistics).

Semester 2

Week 2 (Wed 05 Feb): Session on external funding, Prof Alison Wray (Hon Visiting Prof, Cardiff University) and Dr Helen Sauntson (Senior Lecturer, Linguistics).

Week 4 (Tue 18 Feb): LIdIA sponsors NALDIC Yorkshire and Humber Regional Interest Group meeting. Organised by Clare Cunningham (Lecturer, Linguistics), with a presentation by Dr Christopher Hall (Reader in Applied Linguistics) and Dr Rachel Wicaksono (Head of Department of Languages and Linguistics).

Week 4 (Wed 19 Feb): Discourse practices and reader manipulation in The Sun newspaper (journal article draft), Dr Helen Sauntson (Senior Lecturer, Linguistics) and Nathan Page (PhD student, Linguistics).
Week 6 (Wed 05 Mar): Business Meeting for DoLL academic staff.

Week 8 (Wed 19 Mar): “So – where do I go at the rockfall?” – The consequences of bi-modal interaction (data analysis and discussion), Vicky Crawley (PhD student, Linguistics).

Week 10 (Wed 02 Apr): The role of linguistic capital in exploring d/Deaf people’s academic experiences (presentation and discussion), Dr Dai O’Brien (Lecturer, Languages).

Week 12 (Wed 07 May): Prof Celia Kitzinger (University of York; topic tbc).

2012-2013

Semester 1

Week 2 (Wed 03 Oct 2012 16:30-18:30): Open discussion on partnerships; followed by data session led by Helen Gilroy (PhD student, Linguistics).

Week 4 (Wed 17 Oct 2012 16:30-18:30): REF update; followed by Rethinking notions of ‘therapeutic landscapes’: exploring the use of boundary objects and cultural repertoire (paper presentation and discussion) led by Lizzie Freeman (PhD student, Psychology).

Week 6 (Wed 31 Oct 2012 16:30-18:30): [...] Training session on Zotero and Mendeley referencing tools, led by Dr Beverly Geesin (Lecturer, Linguistics), followed by Prof Bob Garvey’s inaugural lecture.

Week 10 (Wed 28 Nov 2012 16:30-18:30): Mother-child shared reading interactions: quality of extratextual talk (data and analysis session) led by Lorna Hamilton (Lecturer, Psychology).

Week 12 (Wed 12 Dec 2012 16:30-18:30): English as an Additional Language in northern UK primary schools (data analysis and discussion) led by Clare Wardman (Lecturer, Linguistics).

Semester 2

Week 02 (Wed 06 Feb 2013 16:00-17:30): Evaluating usage of the online course Changing Engishes (preparation of a conference paper), led by Dr Christopher Hall (Reader in Applied Linguistics) and Dr Rachel Wicaksono (Head of Subject, Languages and Linguistics)

Week 06 (Wed 06 Mar 2013 16:00-17:30): Workshop on the new Library Catalogue led by Jane Munks (Academic Liaison Librarian for linguistics)

Week 08 (Wed 20 Mar 2013 16:00-17:30): Establishing student identity in an international VLE (PhD thesis presentation) led by Helen Gilroy (PhD student, Linguistics).

Week 10 (Wed 24 Apr 2013 16:00-17:30): Motivation of adult learners of a foreign language at beginner level (PhD thesis presentation) led by Liviana Ferrari (Head of Programme, Languages).

Week 12 (Wed 08 May 2013 16:00-17:30): The relationship between marketing and surveillance (data analysis) led by Beverly Geesin (Lecturer, Linguistics).
2011-2012

Semester 1

Week 2 (Wed 05 Oct 2011 17:00-18:30): *Intergenerational bilingual talk in domestic conflict situations* (data session) led by Indu Meddegama (PhD student).

Week 4 (Wed 19 Oct 2011 17:00-18:30): *Teachers’ views on EAL in Northern English primary schools* (data session) led by Clare Wardman (PT lecturer and PhD student, U York).

Week 6 (Wed 02 Nov 2011 17:00-18:30): *Inequity in the Pursuit of Intimacy. An analysis of British Pick-Up Artist interactions* (article peer review feedback session), led by Dr Andrew Merrison and Oliver Hambling-Jones (MA student, U York).

Week 10 (Wed 30 Nov 2011 17:00-18:30): *Reflexivity in research methods: developing an appropriate methodology* (research methods session) led by Nathan Page (PhD student, linguistics).

Week 12 (Wed 14 Dec 2011 17:00-18:30): *Challenging the monolithic myth of English: Gaza teachers’ awareness* (data session) led by Dr Christopher Hall.

Semester 2

Week 2 (Wed 08 Feb 2012 17:00-18:30): Planning meeting.

Week 4 (Wed 22 Feb 2012 17:00-18:30): *People’s experiences and meaning making of ‘wild place’ experiences: a constructivist approach* (data session) led by Elizabeth Freeman (PhD student, Psychology).

Week 5 (Wed 07 Mar 2012 17:00-18:30): *Raising awareness of ELF in an internationalising university* (talk for IATEFL) by Rachel Wicaksono (Head of Subject, Languages and Linguistics).

Week 10 (Wed 25 Apr 2012 17:00-18:30): *Changing ontologies of English through ELF: Roles for (psycho)linguistics* (talk for Inauguration of Centre for Global Englishes, U. Southampton) by Dr Christopher Hall (Reader in Applied Linguistics).

2010-2011

Semester 1

Week 01 (Wed 29 Sept 2010, 13:00-14:00): Planning meeting.

Week 03 (Wed 13 Oct 2010, 13:00-15:00): Mendeley referencing software. Practical session, led by Rachel Wicaksono (Head, MA TESOL).

Week 04 (Wed 20 Oct 2010, 14:00-16:00): Report of research visit to Suzhou, China. Talk, led by Rachel Wicaksono (Head, MA TESOL) and Dr Christopher J Hall.
Week 06 (Wed 3 Nov 2010, 13:00-15:00): Teacher and student perspectives on academic literacy. Data session, led by Dr Catherine Samiei (Writing Development).

Week 09 (Wed 24 Nov 2010, 13:00-15:00): Corpus linguistics and vocabulary teaching. Talk, led by Nathan Page (PhD student).

Week 12 (Wed 15 Dec 2010, 13:00-15:00): PhD research on learner motivation (U York). Data session, led by Liviana Ferrari (Head, Languages).

Semester 2

Week 02 (Wed 9 Feb 2011, 11:30-13:00): Planning meeting.

Week 04 (Wed 23 Feb 2011, 15:30-17:00): BSL Interpreted Talk. Data session, led by Dr Andrew Merrison.

Week 06 (Wed 09 Mar 2011, 16:00-17:00): Meeting with REF partners from English Literature, led by Christopher Hall.

Week 08 (Wed 23 Mar 2011, 15:30-17:00): Status/power relations in the linguistic practices of an Indian immigrant community. Poster session, led by Indu Meddegama (PhD student).

Week 10 (Wed 06 Apr 2011, 16:00-17:00): Awareness of plurilithic Englishes in Chinese TESOL professionals. Interview data session, led by Rachel Wicaksono (Head, MA TESOL) and Dr Christopher Hall.

Week 12 (Wed 11 May 2011, 16:00-17:00): Researching into the effect of L1 use on social and ethnic identity amongst EAL learners in UK primary schools. Led by Clare Wardman (TA and PhD student, U York).